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Austria

When did Austria join the European
Union?
Austria joined on the 1st of January
1995, along with Sweden and Finland.
Population: 8,932,664 - the 14th largest
population in EU.
Currency: Austria began using the
Euro in 2002.
National Day: On 26th of October,
Austria marks the date when the
Austrian Parliament passed a law in
1955 that made Austria neutral in war.
Language: German
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Capital City: Vienna.
Vienna became the capital in 1918. It's
known for its beautiful architecture,
the U-Bahn train system and for being
home to one of Europe’s largest Ferris
wheels.

Geography:
Austria is a landlocked country in
Central Europe that shares
borders with eight countries;
Germany, Czechia, Slovakia,
Hungary, Slovenia, Italy,
Liechtenstein and Switzerland.

Austria is mostly covered in
mountains, with the Alps in the
western and the southern parts.
The highest mountain in Austria is
the Grossglockner and it's 3,798m
high, which more than 3 times
higher than Carrauntoohil, the
highest mountain in Ireland.
National Flag:
The Austrian flag is
based on the coat of
arms of the Babenberg
dynasty, a family that used
to rule what is now Austria
in the 1200s. It has been the
national flag since 1918.

Österreich

This is how you say Austria
in their native language.

Traditional Dance:
Schuhplattler, Ländler,
polka and waltz.
Traditional Dress:
'Dirndl' (traditional women's dress)
or 'Lederhosen' (traditional men’s
dress) are worn for community
celebrations or festivals in Austria.
Famous Musicians:
Composers: Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, Johann Strauss and Joseph
Haydn.
Famous Artists:
Painter: Gustav Klimt
Architect: Friedensreich
Hundertwasser.
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Fun Fact:

On the 1st of October 1869,
the Austrian Post Office
issued the world's first
known picture postcard.

St. Stephen's Cathedral
Famous Landmark:
Known for its roof made of 230,000
glazed roof tiles that form a
colourful pattern, St. Stephen's
Cathedral dates to 1137, but was
badly damaged in April 1945 by a
fire in the city. It was rebuilt
between December 1948 and
April 1952 .
Popular Food:
Wiener Schnitzel (Vienna Schnitzel)
is considered by many to be the
national dish of Austria. It is a
flattened piece of veal meat that is
coated in flower, eggs, breadcrumbs
and is deep fried. The Schnitzel is so
big, they cover most of the plate.
Strudel is a popular dessert. It is a
thin piece of pastry roll, that is
usually filled with diced apples or
cottage cheese and is served with
ice-cream or vanilla sauce.
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Belgium

When did Belgium join the European
Union?
It was a founding member of what
would become the European Union on
the 1st of January 1958, along with
France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg
and the Netherlands.
Population: 11,554,767 – 8th largest
population in EU
Geography:
Currency: Belgium began using the
Found in north-west Europe by
Euro in 2002.
the North Sea, Belgium shares
National Day: On the 21st of July,
land borders with France,
Belguim marks when Leopold I
Germany, Luxembourg and the
became the first King of Belgium in 1831. Netherlands.
Belgium is divided into
Language: Dutch, French, German.
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Capital City: Brussels.
It has been the capital of Belgium since Duchy of Brabant, the
name for parts of present
1830. Known for its beautiful
architecture, this is where many of the -day Belgium, Netherlands
and Germany.
people working for the European
Union are based.

België, Belgien
la Belgique
Traditional Dance:
Zwierig Dansje.
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Traditional Dress:
Based on French traditions, the
national Belgian dress for men
features a smock, brightly coloured
beret, large white collar and
wooden shoes. The national dress
for women is a special gown with
Celtic trimming and colourful
beads.
Famous Musicians:
Composers: César Franck, Henri
Vieuxtemps, François Gevaert and
Fernand Le Borne.
Mondern singer: Stromae (their
song features in many TikTok
videos.)
Famous Artists:
Painters: Jan van Eyck, Peter Paul
Rubens.
Cartoonist: Hergé, who created the
famous comic The Adventures of
Tintin.

Fun Fact:

Robert Cailliau, co-inventor
of the internet, is a Belgian.

The Atomium, Brussels
Famous Landmark:
The Atomium was built for the 1958
Brussels World’s Fair to show the
importance of the Atomic Age. It
became so popular that it was kept
after the World Fair and is now a
museum.
Popular Food:
A very popular dish to eat in
Belgium is Moules-frites
(in French) or Mosselen
met friet (in Dutch),
which is mussels
cooked with onions
and celery served
with Belgian fries.
Belgian waffles, called Gaufres (in
French) or Wafels (in Dutch),
can be eaten as
a street snack, or from
ice-cream vans or
in restaurants.
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Bulgaria

When did Bulgaria join the European
Union?
Bulgaria joined on the 1st January
2007, along with Romania.
Population: 6,838,937 - 15th largest
population in the EU.
Currency: Bulgaria uses the Lev
(meaning ‘lion’ in the old Bulgarian
language). Bulgaria is expected to
begin using the Euro in 2024.
National Day: On the 3rd of March,
Bulgaria marks the day in 1878 when
the Treaty of San Stefano was signed.
It ended the war between Russia and
the Ottoman Empire and made
Bulgaria an independent country.
Language: Bulgarian
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In Bulgaria they use the Bulgarian
Cyrillic alphabet. Here is what their
alphabet looks like:

АБВГДЕЖЗИЙ
КЛМНОПРСТУ
ФХЦЧШЩЪЬЮЯ

Geography:
Located on the western coast of
the Black Sea, Bulgaria is mostly
mountains, with lowlands in north
and southeast.
Bulgaria is situated in South-East
Europe and in the North-East part
of the Balkan Peninsula. Bulgaria
border five countries: Romania,
Serbia, Macedonia, Greece and
Turkey. Ireland is about 1.6 times
smaller than Bulgaria.
National Flag:
The flag of the
Republic of Bulgaria
is a tricolour of three
equal-sized horizontal
bands of white, green, and
red. The current flag was reestablished in 1991.
Capital City: Sofia.
It has been the capital of Bulgaria
since 1879. Sofia is home to
domed-churches, Ottoman
mosques and Soviet-era
monuments.

България
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Traditional Dance: their

Pravo.
Famous Artists:
Painter: Vladimir Dimitrov.

Famous Musicians:
Composer: Pancho Vladigerov.

Traditional Musical
Instruments:
The gaida (goat-skin
bagpipe), the kaval
(flute), the gadulka
(bowed stringed
instrument) and the
tupan (large drum).
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Traditional Dress:
Bulgarian national dress for
women includes skirts, buckles,
aprons and jewellery. Women's
hair is styled with jewellery, caps,
scarves and flowers. Men's dress
includes full-bottomed breeches,
girdles, vests, shirts and
richly
coloured
belts.

Alexander Nevsky
Cathedral, Sofia
Famous Landmark:
The Alexander Nevsky Cathedral in
Sofia is one of Bulgaria’s most iconic
landmarks and was built between
1882 and 1912. Noted for its
impressive domes and beautiful
fronts, it has the capacity to house
500 people at one time.
Popular Food:
Shopska Salad ,
Bulgaria’s national
dish, is made up of
tomatoes, cucumbers,
onions, peppers, sirene
cheese and parsley. It's
the national dish because the
colours match the Bulgarian flag.

Fun Fact:

John Vincent Atanasoff, the
inventor of the first digital
computer, is the son of a
Bulgarian immigrant.
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Croatia

When did Croatia join the European
Union?
Croatia joined on the 1st of July 2013. It
is the newest country to join the EU.
Population: 4,036,355 – 8th smallest
population in EU.
Currency: Croatia uses the kuna.
Croatia will begin using the Euro in
2023.
National Day: Statehood Day is
celebrated on the 25th of June, the date
the Croatian Parliament voted to start
the process of leaving Yugoslavia in
1991.
Language: Croatian
e
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Capital City: Zagreb.
Zagreb is divided into three parts; the
thousand-year-old Gornji grad (Upper
Town) contains the Presidential
Palace, the Croatian parliament
(Sabor) and St Mark’s Church;
Donji grad (Lower Town) has
shops, restaurants and parks;
and the modern post-World
War II area of Novi
Zagreb (‘new
Zagreb’) is full of
high-rise
buildings.

Geography:
Croatia borders the Adriatic Sea,
which is the northernmost part of
the Mediterranean Sea. Croatia
has more than 1,200 islands and
islets of which only 48 islands
have people living on them. The
island of Krk is the largest
inhabited island of Croatia.
Croatia borders five countries:
Slovenia, Hungary, Serbia, BosniaHerzegovina and Montenegro.
Ireland is about 1.2 times bigger
than Croatia.
National Flag:
The flag was adopted in
1990, a year before
independence from
Yugoslavia. The Coat of
Arms of Croatia in the
middle of the flag has a
crown made up of five
shields representing the
ancient regions of Croatia:
Dubrovnik, Dalmatia, Istria
and Slavonia.

Hrvatska

This is how you say Croatia
in their native language.

Traditional Dance: Kolo
Traditional Dress:
Croatian national dress
differs across the country.
Women tend to wear
matching jackets over skirts,
lots of intricate lace designs
and large white headdresses
that hide their hair. Their
necklaces are made of coins.
Famous Musical
Instruments:
Tamburica (also
known as tambura) is
the Croatian national
string instrument, a
type of guitar.
Famous Artists:
Painter: Vlaho Bukovac
Sculptor: Ivan Meštrović.

Dubrovnik Old Town
Famous Landmark:
Nicknamed the 'Pearl of the
Adriatic', Dubrovnik's old town has
become iconic due to its history,
culture and architecture of narrow
cobbled streets, its city walls and
location on the coast of the Adriatic
Sea. Parts of Game of Thrones and
Star Wars: The Last Jedi were
filmed here.
Popular Food:
Zagorski štrukli (pronounced Zargore-ski Shtrook-lee) is a traditional
pastry that can be salty or sweet. It
can be eaten as a snack, for dinner
or dessert.

Fun Fact:

05
Well of Life, 19ović.
by Ivan Meštr

The dog breed made famous
by 101 Dalmatians gets its
name from the Dalmatia
region in Croatia.
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Cyprus
When did Cyprus join the European
Union?
On the 1st of May 2004, along with
Czechia, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia and
Slovenia.
Population: 896,007– 3rd smallest
population in the EU.
Currency: Cyprus began using the
Euro in 2008.
Language: Greek and Turkish
Greek
Yes / No
Hello
Thank you
Goodbye

Nai / Ochi
ou
Herete / Ya s
Efkharisto
Ya sou

Turk
ish

Yes / No
Evet / Ha
yir
Hello
Merhaba
Thank yo
u Esekku
r ederim,
Goodbye
sagol
Allahaism
arladik

Cypriot and Turkish languages have
their own alphabets:
Cypriot Alphabet:
Α, Β, Γ, Δ, Ε, Ζ, Η, Θ, Ι, Κ, Λ, Μ, Ν,
Ξ, Ο, Π, Ρ, Σ, Τ, Υ, Φ, Χ, Ψ, Ω.
Turkish Alphabet:
A, B, C, D, Δ, ,E, F, G, Ġ, Ċ, I, J, K, L, M,
N, O, P, Θ, R, S, s, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z.

Geography:
Cyrpus is an island that has sea
borders with Greece, Turkey,
Syria, Lebanon, Israel and Egypt.
Since the Turkish invasion in 1974,
the island has been divided in two.
The Cypriot government and the
Turkish Cypriots govern either
side separately. The United
Nations has a peacekeeping force
in a buffer zone between both
sides. Ireland is about 8 times
bigger than Cyprus.
National Flag:
The Cypriot flag is a symbol of
peace between the island's Greek
and Turkish communities. The
colour white is another symbol of
peace. The map on the flag is
a copper-orange colour to
symbolise the large
deposits of copper ore
on the island. The flag
has been used since
August 1960 when Cyprus
became independent
from the UK.

Κύπρος, Kıbrıs
This is how you say Cyprus in
Greek and Turkish languages.

National Day: Cypriot
Independence Day, on the 1st of
October, commemorates their
independence from Britain in 1960.
The London-Zurich Agreement was
signed by the United Kingdom,
Greece and Turkey giving Cyprus its
independence on 16th of August
1960. The date was moved to avoid
the summer heat and tourist season.
Traditional Dance: Syrtos.
Traditional Dress:
Traditionally, women wore a 'sayia'
a dress with an opening in the front
and sides, and men
wore trousers called
'vraka' with
waistcoats and
coloured shirts.
Famous Artists:
Painer: Telemachos
Kanthos.
Popular Food:
Magarına bulli is usually made with
a combination of chicken, pasta
such as penne or macaroni, stock,
lemon juice, halloumi cheese,
parsley, onions, garlic, olive oil, and
mint.

Fun Fact:
Cyprus has sunshine for
more than 300 days a year.

Kato Paphos
Archaeological Park
Famous Landmark:
The Kato Paphos Archaeological
Park is one of the most important
archaeological sites in Cyprus and
has been a UNESCO World Heritage
site since 1980. The Park includes
sites and monuments from as long
ago as the 4th century B.C., but most
of the remains are from the Roman
period.
Capital City: Nicosia
The name of the city comes from
Greek mythology and translates as
'White State' or the city of White
Gods. It is the most eastern capital
city in the EU. People have lived
there for over 4,500 years and it has
been Cyprus’s capital since the 10th
century.
The city was first divided into its
Greek and Turkish communities in
1964, with a border established after
the Turkish invasion of the island in
1974.
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Czechia

When did Czechia join the European
Union?
Czechia joined on the 1st of May 2004,
along with Cyprus, Estonia, Hungary,
Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland,
Slovakia and Slovenia.
Population: 10,701,777 - 9th biggest
population in the EU.
Currency: Czechia uses the Koruna.
Language: Czech
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Capital City: Prague
Prague is known for its impressive
architecture, from Prague Castle and
Charles Bridge to the State Opera and
the Old Town Square. Charles
University in Prague is one of the
oldest universities in Europe.

Geography:
Bohemia in the west of Czechia
consists of rolling plains and
plateaus surrounded by low
mountains while Moravia in the
east is very hilly. Czechia
borders four countries: Poland,
Slovakia, Austria and Germany.
Ireland is about the same size as
Czechia.
National Flag:
After the breakup of
Czechoslovakia in 1992,
Czechia kept the
Czechoslovak flag. The white
and red are based on the
Bohemia flag, an old area of
Europe now a part of Czechia.
The blue was added to make it
different to the Polish flag. The flag
was first used in 1920 until World
War II and has been used since
1945.
Famous Musicians:
Composers: Antonín Dvořák,
Bedřich Smetana, Leoš Janáček.

Česko

This is how you say Czechia
in their native language.

National Day: Independence Day,
on the 28th of October, celebrates
when the country declared
independence from the AustroHungarian Empire in 1918. It later
became the date of other important
national events, like student-led
protests against the Nazi-German
occupation in 1939 and the Velvet
Revolution in 1989, which led to the
collapse of Communist rule.

Prague Astronomical
Clock

Famous Landmark:
Prague's Astronomical Clock is a
medieval astronomical clock
Traditional Dress:
attached to the Old Town Hall. The
The national clothing of Czechia is
clock was first installed in 1410,
very bright and varies across the
making it the third-oldest
country. In general, women’s
astronomical clock in the world and
traditional clothing consisted of
the oldest clock still in operation.
two aprons, tied in the front and
back, and a white blouse. For men, a Popular Food:
typically wear long breeches and a Vepřo knedlo zelo is a
loose jacket.
dish of roast pork and
cabbage with hearty
Famous Artists:
dumplings. The meat
Painters: Anna Chromý, Alphonse
is served with an
Mucha, Josef Lada.
onion and caraway
Traditional Dance: Polka.
gravey. Czech people
typically use
Fun Fact:
sauerkraut in the
Czechia has the most castles preparation
of any country in Europe.
of this meal,
They have over 2,000 castles
but red cabbage
and chateaux across the
can also be
country!
used.
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Denmark

When did Denmark join the European
Union?
Denmark joined on the 1st of January
1973, along with Ireland and the United
Kingdom. This was the first time that
the EU added new countries since it
was founded in 1957.
Population: 5,840,045 – 12th smallest
population in the EU.
Currency: Denmark uses the Danish
krone.
National Day: Constitution Day, on the
5th of June, commemorates the day
when Denmark changed from being
ruled only by its monarchy to have a
parliament elected by people as well.
Language: Danish
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Capital City: Copenhagen
Known as 'the City of Spires',
Copenhagen mixes royal history,
modern architecture and museums
with a culture of sustainable living
and a famous restaurant scene.
Copenhagen is known for its cycle
lanes and the colourful terraced
houses sit along its canals.

Geography:
During the Ice Age, glaciers
shaped the country that exists
today. Denmark has a long
coastline with many lagoons,
gulfs and inlets. No part of
Denmark is more than 67kms
from the sea. Denmark is
bordered by Germany, Norway,
and Sweden. Ireland
is about 1.6 times bigger
than Denmark.
National Flag:
The national flag
of the Kingdom of
Denmark holds the
world record for being
the oldest flag. It was first
used in 1219. The Nordic
Cross is the design of the flag.
The white stands for peace, while
the red stands for bravery.

Danmark

This is how you say Denmark
in their native language.

Traditional Dance:
Danish folk dance.
Traditional Dress:
Typically men and women would
wear clogs or leather shoes with a
buckle in front.
Famous Musicians:
Composer: Carl Nielsen.
Famous Artists:
Painters: P.S. Krøyer, Laurits Tuxen,
and couple Michael and Anna
Ancher are in a group known as
Skasgen painters.
Popular Food:
Danish 'open faced' sandwiches,
called smørrebrød, are slices of rye
bread with various toppings such
as pickled herring, roast beef and
eggs topped with mayo and shrimp.
Stegt flæsk is
pieces of pork
fried until
crisp and
served with
boiled potatoes
and parsley sauce.
Ironically, the frosted pastries
known to much of the world as
'Danishes' are not Danish at all.

The Little Mermaid
Famous Landmark:
The Little Mermaid is a bronze and
granite statue that was gifted to the
city by Carl Jacobsen, a local
brewer. The statue has been in the
harbour since 1913. Edvard Eriksen,
a sculptor, was tasked with creating
a likeness of the Little Mermaid,
following Jacobsen’s trip to see the
fairy tale performed as a ballet.
The fairytale of the Little Mermaid
was written by Danish author Hans
Christian Andersen. The 1989
Disney film The Little Mermaid is
based on this story. Anderson also
wrote The Ugly Duckling and The
Princess and the Pea.

Fun Fact:

The world-famous LEGO
brick was invented by Ole
Kirk Christiansen in the
town of Billund in 1949.
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Estonia

When did Estonia join the European
Union?
Estonia joined on the 1st of May 2004,
along with Cyprus, Czechia, Hungary,
Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland,
Slovakia and Slovenia.
Population: 1,330,068 – 4th smallest
population in the EU.
Currency: Estonia began using the
Euro in 2011.
National Day: Independence Day
takes place on 24th of February and
marks the day when Estonia declared
independence during World War I
Language: Estonian
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Capital City: Tallinn
Tallinn is the oldest city in Estonia.
The old centre has well-preserved city
walls that originally had 66 towers.

Geography:
Estonia has marshy lowlands, but
is also flat in the north and hilly in
the south. There are 1,500 islands,
1,000 lakes and 7,000 rivers in
Estonia. It shares a land border
with Latvia and Russia, and a sea
border with Finland. Ireland is
about 1.6 times bigger than
Estonia.
National Flag:
The national flag of the
Republic of Estonia has
three bands of colour.
The blue is for the
sky above Estonia,
the black is the
land, and the
white is for purity.
It was first used in 1918,
but was not used during World
War II and the Cold War. It was
reinstated in 1990 after Estonia got
its independence from the Soviet
Union.

Eesti

This is how you say Estonia
in their native language.

Traditional Dance:
Laba jala waltz , Jooksu polka,
Jamaja labajalg and Pulga-tants.
Traditional Dress:
Traditional Estonian clothes are
like those of many European
regions; linen shirts, brightly
coloured woollen skirts for
women, plain trousers for men,
knit socks, embroidered
accessories and
beads. They
were only used
on special
occasions like
weddings and
festivals, while
everyday attire
was functional
for farming work.
Famous Artists:
Painter: Konrad Mägi.
Famous Musicians:
Composers: Arvo Pärt, Veljo
Tormis, Heino Eller, Eduard Tubin.

Fun Fact:

Over 50% of Estonian land
is covered by forest.

Alexander Nevsky
Cathedral
Famous Landmark:
Alexander Nevsky Cathedral is a
dome-shaped building that was built
in 1900 and sits on Toompea Hill in
Tallinn. It's Estonia's main Russian
Orthodox cathedral.
Popular Food:
Verivorst is a popular dish in Estonia
and is usually eaten in winter. It is a
sausage made from barley, onion,
allspice and pig.
Traditional Musical Instruments:
Traditional Estonian instruments
include a stringed instrument
called a kannel and a bagpipe
called a toropill, and a
lõõtspill which is a type
of accordion.

A Kannel
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Finland

When did Finland join the European
Union?
Finaland joined on the 1st of January
1995, along with Austria and Sweden.
Population: 5,533,793 – 11th smallest
population in the EU. Finland has a
similar population to Ireland.
Currency: Finland began using the
Euro in 2002.
National Day: Independence Day, on
the 4th of December, marks the day
when Finland declared independence
from Russia in 1917.
Language: Finnish and Swedish
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Jah/ Ei
Hej
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Hej Då

National Flag:
Finland's national flag is based on
the Scandinavian cross. The blue
colours stand for all the lakes in
Finland, while the white is for the snow
that covers Finland in the winter.

Geography:
Finland is part of Scandinavia, a
geographical region in northern
Europe, and shares land borders
with Norway, Sweden, and
Russia. The Baltic Sea borders the
country to the south and
southwest, where it shares a sea
border with Estonia. Finland has
nearly 180,000 small islands and
around 188,000 lakes. 70% of
Finland is covered in forests.
Ireland is about 4.8 times
smaller than Finland.

Finland’s remote
northern province,
known as Lapland,
sits above the Arctic
Circle. This is where
the Northern Lights can be
seen between September
and March.

Suomi

This is how you say
Finland in Finnish.

Capital City: Helsinki
The history of the city is based
around the sea, due to its coastal
location. Helsinki is in the far south
of the country, on a peninsula that
is surrounded by many harbours
that sit in the Gulf of Finland.
Traditional Dance:
Foxtrot, humppa, Finnish polkka,
jenkka and masurkka.
Traditional Dress:
Traditional dress in Finland is very
bright and colourful. Usually,
traditional Finnish costumes are
rather warm because the weather
in Northern Europe can be very
cold. A lot of accessories in Finnish
clothing are made of leather and
metals, and bright embroidery and
beautiful silk fabrics are used for
decoration.
Famous Musicians:
Composer: Jean Sibelius.
Famous Artists:
Tuulikki Pietila, Akseli GallenKallela.

Fun Fact:

Sauna is the only Finnish
word that has made it into
everyday Englsh
vocabulary.

Helsinki Cathedral
Famous Landmark:
Helsinki Cathedral is a distinct
landmark in central Helsinki. It has a
tall green dome and was built
between 1830 and 1852. It was
designed by Carl Ludvig Engel who
designed a number of other
buildings on Helsinki's Senate
Square.
Popular Food:
Karelian pasties, from the eastern
region of North Karelia and Ladoga
Karelia, are one of the most
traditional foods in Finland. They
have a crust that is usually made of
rye flour and is oval-shaped with
rice and milk filling.
In a public vote to
mark the 100th year
of Finnish
independence, rye
bread was selected
to be Finland's
national food.

France
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When did France join the European
Union?
France was a founding member of
what would become the European
Union on the 1st of January 1958.

Population: 67,656,682 - 2nd biggest
population in the EU.
Currency: France began using the
Euro in 2002.

Geography:
National Day: Bastille Day, on the 14th France is the largest country in
the EU and borders Belgium,
of July, marks the Storming of the
Luxembourg, Germany,
Bastille, a big event in the French
Switzerland, Monaco, Italy,
Revolution in 1789. A military parade
takes place on the Champs-Élysées, in Andorra, and Spain. France has
several oversees regions,
front of the President, officials and
foreign guests. In France it is called ‘Fête including French Guiana in South
America, the islands of French
Nationale française’ ('French National
Celebration') and ‘le 14 Juillet' ('the 14th Polynesia in the Pacific Ocean
and the islands of Réunion and
of July').
Mayotte off the coast of Africa.
Language: French
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The Massif Central, in the south,
has a large forested area, a range
of ancient mountains and extinct
volcanoes. Ireland is about 8
times smaller than France.

National Flag:
The colours of the
Capital City: Paris
French flag are
Paris is known worldwide for the
blue for the nobility,
Louvre Museum, Notre-Dame cathedral
white for the Catholic
and the Eiffel tower. It has a reputation
church and red for the
of being a romantic and cultural city.
middle class. The flag was
The city is also known for its highfirst used in 1794 during the
quality restaurants and terraced cafés.
French Revolution.

La France

This is how you say France
in their native language.

Traditional Dress:
Traditional French clothing varies
greatly by region, but most include
bonnets, aprons and lace for women
and waistcoats and hats for men.
Traditional Dance: Breton Dance.
Traditional Musical Instruments:
Vielle à Roue (HurdyGurdy) is a type of button
instrument, the accordion,
the harp, the French
bagpipes, the Graïle
(woodwind instrument).
Famous Artists:
Painters: Elizabeth Vigee Le Brun,
Marie-Huillemin Benoist, Marie
Barquemond, Edgar Degas, Paul
Gauguin, Paul Cezanne, Henri
Matisse, Claude Monet.
Sculptor: Auguste Rodin.
r (1904)
The Thinke Rodin
by Auguste

Eiffel Tower
Famous Landmark:
The Eiffel Tower is an iron tower
on the Champ de Mars in Paris. It is
named after the engineer Gustave
Eiffel, whose company designed
and built it. Locally nicknamed 'La
dame de fer' (Iron Lady), it was the
centrepiece of the 1889 World's
Fair in Paris.
Popular Food:
Pot-au-feu ('pot on fire') is made
from cuts of meat cooked for a
long time - that's where it gets the
name. Other ingredients include
carrots, parsnips, turnips, white
cabbages, onions and spices like
pepper, bouquet garni and cloves.

Fun Fact:

s (1909)
Water Lilie Monet
by Claude

The Louvre Museum in Paris is
the largest art museum in the
world. It is so big that if you spent 30
seconds looking at each artwork,
it would take you around 100
days to see every piece.
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Germany

When did Germany join the European
Union?
Germany was a founding member of
what would become the European
Union on the 1st of January 1958, along
with Belgium, France, Italy,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands.
Population: 83,155,031– the largest
population in the EU.
Currency: Germany began using the
Euro in 2002.
National Day: On the 3rd of October,
Gemrnay celebrates the unification of
East Germany and West Germany into
in 1990, for the first time since 1945.
Language: German
Yes / No
Hello
Thank you
Goodbye

Ja / Nein
Hallo
Danke
rsehen
Auf Wiede

Capital City: Berlin
An important city in Germany’s
history, Berlin is known for its many
landmarks like the Brnadenburg Gate,
the Reichstag and Berlin Television
Tower. The city has a big cultural
scene with many theatres, museums
and galleries. The city was famous for
the Berlin Wall that divided the city
between East Berlin and West Berlin.

Geography:
Germany’s central and southern
regions have forested hills and
mountains cut through by the
Danube, Main and Rhine river
valleys. In the north, the
landscape flattens out to a wide
plain that stretches to the North
Sea. Germany shares borders with
nine countries – France,
Luxembourg, Denmark, Belgium,
Switzerland, Austria, Czechia, the
Netherlands and Poland. Ireland is
about 5 times smaller than
Germany.
National Flag:
After World War II,
Germany was divided
into communist East
Germany and democratic
West Germany. The flag
currently used by
Germany was used by
West Germany and
remained the flag when
East Germany and West
Germany unified in 1990.

Deutschland

This is how you say Germany
in their native language.

Traditional Dance:
Schuhplattler, Ländler,
polka and waltz.
Traditional Dress:
'Dirndl' (traditional women's dress)
or 'Lederhosen' (traditional men’s
dress) is worn for community
celebrations or festivals in
Germany.
Famous Musicians:
Composers: Johann Sebastian
Bach, Ludwig van Beethoven,
Johannes Brahms, Felix
Mendelssohn, George Frideric
Handel, Richard Georg Strauss,
Richard Wagner, Robert
Schumann, and Hans Zimmer.
Famous Artists:
Painters: Käthe Kollwitz, Albrecht
Dürer, Casper David Friedrich,
Franz Marc and Gerhard Richter.

Brandenburg Gate
Famous Landmark:
Built in 1788, the Brandenburg Gate
is Berlin's most famous landmark. It
became a symbol of Berlin and
Germany being divided between
East and West Germany during the
Cold War. It is now a national
symbol of peace and unity.
Popular Food:
Wurst is a popular sausage dish in
Germany, with around 1,500
varieties made with different
techniques, ingredients and spices.
They can be found at street stalls
across the country. One of the most
popular varieties is Bratwurst, a panfried or roasted sausage made from
veal, beef or pork.

Fun Fact:
r,
echt Düre
r
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Mouse 1480-1520
c.

Germany sells around 6
million cars a year, making
it one of the largest car
producers in the world.
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Greece

When did Greece join the European
Union?
Greece joined the European Union on
the 1st of January 1981.
Population: 10,678,632 - 10th biggest
population in the EU.
Currency: Greece began using the
Euro in 2002.

Geography:
Greece has the longest coastline in
Europe and is the southernmost
country in Europe. The mainland
has rugged mountains, forests and
Language: Greek
lakes. The country is well known
for the thousands of islands
Yes
Ναι (sounds like: Neh)
dotting the Aegean Sea to the east,
No
Όχι (sounds like: O'hee)
Hello
Γεια σου (sounds like: Yassu) the Mediterranean Sea to the
Thank you Ευχαριστώ (sounds like:
south and the Ionian Sea to the
Efharisto)
Goodbye Γεια σου (sounds like: Yassu) west. Greece shares borders with
Albania, Bulgaria, Macedonia and
The Greek alphabet is different to the Turkey. Ireland is about 1.9 times
English alphabet:
smaller than Greece.
National Day: Independence Day, on
the 25th of March, commemorates the
Greek Revolution against the Ottoman
Empire began in 1821.

Α, Β, Γ, Δ, Ε, Ζ, Η, Θ, Ι, Κ, Λ, Μ, Ν,
Ξ, Ο, Π, Ρ, Σ, Τ, Υ, Φ, Χ, Ψ, Ω.
Capital City: Athens.
Athens is the largest city in Greece
and one of the oldest cities in the
world. People have been living there
for about 7,000 years. It's where
democracy was created. The city has
different architectural styles due to
its long history: Roman, Byzantine,
and Ottoman.

National Flag:
There are many
debates around the
origins of the national
flag of Greece, also called
the Hellenic Republic,
since it was first used in 1822.
There are five blue stripes
and four white stripes. The
white cross symbolizes Eastern
Orthodox Christianity, the main
religion in the country.

Ελλάδα

This is how you say Greece
in the Greek alphabet.

Traditional Dance:
Sirtaki, also spelled syrtaki.
Traditional Dress:
Typical garments were the peplos,
a loose garment worn by women;
the chlamys, a cloak worn by men;
and the chiton, a tunic worn by
both genders and all ages. Men’s
chitons hung to the knees, whereas
women’s chitons fell to their ankles.
Famous Musicians:
Composers: Vangelis, Míkis
Theodorakis.
Famous Artists:
Painters: Nikiforos Lytras, Nikolaos
Gyzis, Nikos Eggonopoulos.
Traditional Musical Instruments:
Oud and bouzouki (which are like
guitars), aulos (a wood-wind
instrument), and kithara (which
is like a small harp).

A

i
ouk
z
u
Bo

Fun Fact:

The capital of Greece is
named after Athena, the
goddess of war.

The Parthenon
Famous Landmark:
The Parthenon is a temple that was
built almost 2,500 years ago for the
Greek goddess Athena. It is made of
white marble. It sits on a hill in
Athens called the Acropolis, which
means 'the city at the top' in Greek. It
was made a World Heritage site by
UNESCO in 1987.
Popular Food:
Moussaka is a dish cooked
with minced meat, vegetables
(usually aubergine or courgette)
and bechamel. Moussaka is very
popular in the Balkan area and the
middle east, however, each
country’s moussaka is different.
Feta cheese comes from Greece and
has protected status in the EU. This
means that only cheese made in
certain parts of Greece using
traditional methods can be called
Feta.
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Hungary
When did Hungary join the European
Union?
Hungary joined on 1st of May 2004,
along with Cyprus, Czechia, Estonia,
Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland,
Slovakia and Slovenia.
Population: 9,730,772 - 13th biggest
population in the EU.

Geography:
Hungary is one of the few
landlocked countries in central
National Day: St. Stephen's Day, on the Europe Hungary is mostly flat
with plains, called Puszta, in the
20th of August, is also known as the
'Day of the New Bread', as it's a tradition east and south and hills and
mountains in the west and along
to celebrate the arrival of the harvest
the Slovakian border.
by cutting bread. On Christmas Day,
1000AD, St. Stephen became Hungary's
Hungary shares borders with
first King. On 20th of August 1083, he
seven countries: Slovakia,
became the patron saint of Hungary,
Ukraine, Romania, Serbia, Croatia,
the same as St. Patrick is in Ireland.
Slovenia and Austria. Ireland
Language: Hungarian
is about 1.3 times smaller
than Hungary.
en / Nem
g
I
Yes / No
Szia
Capital City: Budapest
o
l
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Budapest is known for landmarks
Köszi
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Viszlát
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Building and the Széchenyi Chain
Bridge. There are also many hot
National Flag:
springs in Budapest, which are
popular baths. The name for
It was first used in
capital comes from the names of
1848, and has three
areas either side of the Danube
colours: red is for
River: Buda on the west and Pest
strength, white for
loyalty and green for on the east, that were were
merged in 1873.
hope.
Currency: Hungary uses the
Hungarian Forint.

Magyarország
This is how you say Hungary
in their native language.

Traditional Dance:
Round dances (karikázó); jumping
dances (ugrós), men’s dances
(legényes), slow and fast couples
dances (csárdás) and stick dances
(botoló).
Traditional Dress:
The traditional men's costume
includes embroidered shirts,
floppy hats and pants tucked into
leather boots. For women, the
costume is a white blouse, a bright
flower printed skirt, a lavishly
decorated white apron and a head
covering piece.
Famous Musicians:
Composers: Franz Liszt,
Béla Bartók and
Leopold I, a Holy
Roman Emperor.
Famous Artists:
Painters: Géza Mészöly,
Mihály Munkácsy.

Fun Fact:

Budapest has the second
oldest metro in the world,
starting in 1896. The Metro Line 1
in Budapest is part of the
UNESCO World Heritage.

Hungarian Parliament
Building
Famous Landmark:
The Hungarian Parliament Building
is where the National Assembly of
Hungary (like Ireland’s Dáil) sits. It's
on Kossuth Square in Budapest. It
was designed by Hungarian
architect Imre Steindl and opened in
1902 and remains the largest
building in Hungary since its
completion.
Popular Food:
Gulyás (Goulash),
Hungary's national
dish, tends to be served as
a stew in most parts of the world but
an authentic gulyás is a thin broth
made from chunks of beef cooked
with onions, paprika, tomatoes, and
pepper. It's usually served with fresh
white bread and chopped hot
paprika on the side.
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Italy

When did Italy join the European
Union?
Italy was a founding member of what
would become the European Union,
on the 1st of January 1958, along with
Belgium, France, Germany,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands.

Population: 59,236,213 - 3rd biggest
Geography:
population in the EU.
Currency: Italy began using the Euro in Italy is a boot-shaped peninsula
that juts out of southern Europe
2002.
into the Adriatic Sea, Tyrrhenian
National Day: Republic Day, on the
Sea and Mediterranean Sea.
2nd of June, marks the day in 1946
Neighbouring countries of Italy
when the Italian people decided what include Austria, France, Slovenia,
type of government they would have
Switzerland, and the city states of
after World War II, either a monarchy
the Vatican City and San Marino
or a republic. 54% of Italians wanted
which are inside Italy.
Italy to be a democratic republic.
Language: Italian
The Alps cut across the top of the
o
N
Se /
country and are dotted with long,
o
N
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thin lakes. To the west of the Alps,
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West of the Apennines are
wooded hills that are home to
many of Italy's historic cities,
including Rome. In the south are
hot, dry coastlands and fertile
plains where olives, almonds and
figs are grown.
Capital City: Rome
Rome is famous for the Colosseum, the
Forum and its Roman architecture.
Rome is known for landmarks like the
Spanish Steps and the Trevi Fountain.

Italia

This is how you say Italy
in their native language.

Traditional Dance:
Ballu Tundu from Sardinia and
Calabrian Tarantella from southern
Italy.
Traditional Dress:
The women wear colourful
embroidered skirts and bodices
over light-weight chemises or
blouses, with elaborate hats
decorated with flowers or fruit.
Men's traditional clothing tends to
be simpler, but doesn't lack from
attention to detail, with embroidery
and metal buttons and pins.
Famous Musicians:
Composers: Antonio Lucio Vivaldi,
Giuseppe Verdi, Giacomo Puccini,
Gioachino Antonio Rossini.
Film composer: Ennio Morricone.
Famous Artists:
Painters: Leonardo da
Vinci, Caravaggio,
Titian, Raphael,
Sandro Botticelli.
Pietá
Sculptor:
Mich (1499) b
y
elan
Michelangelo.
gel
o

Fun Fact:

The Vatican City is the world's
smallest country, it is just over
1km long and 850m wide. It could
fit into the Phoenix Park, Dublin
almost 17 times!

The Colosseum
Famous Landmark:
The Colosseum is an oval
amphitheatre in the centre of the
Rome, just east of the Roman Forum.
It is the largest standing
amphitheatre in the world
today, despite being nearly
2,000 years old.
Popular Food:
Spaghetti Bolognese
(‘Ragu alla Bolognese’) is
a hearty rich Italian tomato
sauce with ground beef,
sautéed onions and served with
pasta. Its called Bolognese as it
comes from the region of Bologna.
National Flag:
The Italian national flag was
inspired by the French flag. It
has three colours; green is
for hope, white for faith
and red for love. It
has been used
since 1945.
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Latvia

When did Latvia join the European
Union?
Latvia joined on the 1st of May 2004,
along with Cyprus, Czechia, Estonia,
Hungary, Lithuania, Malta, Poland,
Slovakia and Slovenia.
Population: 1,893,223 – the 5th
smallest population in EU.
Currency: Latvia began using the
Euro in 2014.
National Day: Independence Day, on
the 18th of November, marks when
Latvia became independent in 1918.
Latvia was an independent country
until June 1940 when Russia invaded
during World War II. Latvia regained
independence from Russia in 1991.
Language: Latvian
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Capital City: Riga
Riga is famous for the architectural
heritage of it's Medieval Old City and
the Art Noveau buildings from the late
19th to early 20th century.

Geography:
Latvia is one of the three Baltic
states, with Estonia to the north
and Lithuania to the south. More
than a quarter of Latvia’s borders
are coastal, with long stretches of
sandy beaches. Almost half the
coastline faces the Baltic Sea and
the rest is on the Gulf of Riga.
Latvia shares a border with
Belarus, Lithuania, Estonia and
Russia. Ireland is around the same
size as Latvia.
National Flag:
It's considered one of the oldest
flags in the world, it has been in
use since the 1200s. It was
adopted on 27 February 1990
when the country regained its
independence from Russia. The
red in the flag
represents the
readiness of
Latvians to
defend their
liberty.

Latvijas

This is how you say Latvia
in their native language.

Traditional Dance:
Rateliai (ring dances), žaidimai
(games) and šokiai (ordinary dances).
Traditional Dress:
Latvia has two periods of
traditional dress: ancient dress
from the 7th to 13th century and
ethnic dress from the 18th and 19th
century.
The ancient dress period is known
for bronze rings, spirals
and brooches. Women
wore long dresses and
shawls. Men wore
tunics, with simple
shirts and trousers. In
the ethnic dress period,
women wore long skirts,
coats of different
lengths and woollen
shawls. Popular jewellery were
silver brooches decorated with
pebbles or beads as fasteners for
shawls. For men, wore overcoats in
summer and fur coats in winter,
with vests and simple trousers.
Famous Artists:
Vilhelms Purvitis.
Famous Musicians:
Composer Jāzeps Vītols and
pianist Lucija Garuta.

St Peter’s Church, Riga
Famous Landmark:
St Peter's Church was built during
the Medieval period and has a
123.25m tall spire. It dates back to
1209. The Church was destroyed
during World War II and the most
recent rebuilding of the tower ended
in 1973.
Popular Food:
Pelēkie zirņi ar speķi is the national
dish of Latvia. and is usually eaten at
Christmas. It's a stew made with grey
peas, fried onions and diced speck.
The dish was invented when locals
used their supplies of dried and
preserved food.

Fun Fact:

Latvian Jacob W. Davis invented
jeans. After moving to the United
States in 1854, he partnered with
Levi Strauss, who supplied his
fabric, to patent the jeans.
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Lithuania
When did Lithuania join the European
Union?
Lithuania joined on the 1st of May
2004, along with Cyprus, Czechia,
Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Malta, Poland,
Slovakia, and Slovenia.
Population: 2,795,680 – 7th smallest
population in the EU.
Currency: Lithuania began using the
Euro in 2015.
National Day: Restoration of the State
Day, on the 16th of February, marks
Lithuania's independence from
Germany in 1918. Lithuania also
celebrates Restoration of
Independence Day on the 11th of March
marking its independence from the
Soviet Union in 1990.
Language: Lithuanian
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Capital City: Vilnius
Vilinius is known for its rich history
and beautiful Old Town. It's one of the
few capitals in the world that allows
hot air balloons to fly over it, which
has become a popular activity that
offers amazing views.

Geography:
The Baltic Sea forms Lithuania’s
western border. Latvia borders
Lithuania in the north, Belarus in
the east and southeast, and Poland
and a province of Russia in the
southwest.
The highest point in Lithuania is
Mount Juozapine. It's only 292m. In
comparison, Ireland’s highest
mountain is Carrauntoohil, which
is 1,038m high. Ireland is around
the same size as Lithuania.
National Flag:
The flag was first used
in April 1918, but
Lithuania had
different flags
during Russian rule
from 1940, during
World War II and
during the Cold War.
It was used again when Lithuania
regained its independence. The
yellow stands for wheat, the green
for forests and the red for bravery.

Lietuvos

This is how you say Lithuania
in their native language.

Traditional Dance:
Rateliai (ring dances), žaidimai
(games) and šokiai (ordinary dances),
similar to Latvian dances.
Traditional Dress:
Many parts of Lithuania have their
own type of national dress, but they
all usually involve highly
decorative patterns. Women wear
two or more skirts, a long shirt,
apron, vest and shoes. Accessories
included a sash, scarf, shoulder
kerchief, beads, napkins and
headdress. Men wore horse riderstyle outfits with boots and a sash.
Famous Musician and Artist:
Composer and painter: Mikalojus
Konstantinas Čiurlionis.
Traditional Musical
Instruments:
Skrabalai (percussion
instrument),
skudučiai (wind
instrument) and
kanklės (string
instrument).

Fun Fact:

Lithuanians celebrate their
National Day by eating Šakotis,
a cake cooked on a spit thats
name means 'branch' because
the cake resembles a tree.

Gediminas Tower
Famous Landmark:
Gediminas Tower is all that is left of
Vilnius’s Upper Castle. The Upper
Castle was one of three castles, all
of which suffered a series of attacks
in the 1300s and 1400s. Today,
Gediminas Tower is open to the
public as part of the Vilnius Castle
Museum. It houses models of what
the castle once looked like and it
has an observation deck from
which you can get great views of
the city’s UNESCO-listed historic
quarter.
Popular Food:
Cepelinai or
didžkukuliai are
potato dumplings
made from grated
and riced potatoes
and stuffed with ground
meat, dry curd cheese or
mushrooms.

Luxembourg

When did Luxembourg join the
European Union?
Luxembourg was a founding member
of what would become the European
Union on 1 January 1958.
Population: 645,000 – 2nd smallest
population in the EU.
Currency: Luxembourg began using
the Euro in 2002.
National Day: National Day or Grand
Duke Day on the 23rd of June marks
the official birthday of the Grand Duke,
despite no Grand Duke or Duchess
ever having their birthday on that day.
In 1941, Grand Duchess Charlotte
changed the celebration of her
birthday from the 23rd of January to
June to have good weather.
Languages:
German
Yes / No
Hello
Thank you
Goodbye

Ja / Nein
Hallo
Danke
Auf Wiedersehen
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Geography:
Luxembourg is a small landlocked
country in Western Europe. It
shares borders with Belgium,
France and Germany.
Luxembourg is one of the smallest
countries in the world and the
second smallest in the EU.
Luxembourg is mostly flat, but it
has a few small mountains in the
north.

National Flag:
The red of
Luxembourg's flag is
a reference to war,
the white is for
h
c
peace and the blue is
on
Fren o
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for France.
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bourgi
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Yes / No
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architecture and castles. There
Hello
Moiën
are several EU institutions
Thank you
Vilmols M
erci
located in Luzembourg city,
Goodbye
Avuar / Äd
di
such as the Court of Justice of
the European Union.

Lëtzebuerg,
Luxemburg,
Luxembourg
This is how you say Luxembourg in
Luxembourgish, German and
French..

Traditional Dance:
The Siwesprong, the Chiberli and
the Karschnatz.
Traditional Dress:
Women wear long dresses with
short vests, shirts with long and
large sleeves, with red and white
ribbons to tie their hair. Men wear
short vests, but wear shirts with
tighter sleeves and trousers with
boots. Colourful patterns feature in
both women's and men’s outfits.
Famous Musicians:
Composers: Henri Pensis, Laurent
Menager.
Famous Artist:
Painter: Jean-Baptiste Fresez.

Fun Fact:

Old Quarter,
Luxembourg City
Famous Landmark:
Luxembourg city became a
UNESCO World Heritage Site back
in 1994, with the Old Quarter
considered its main landmark. The
award was given for the remains of
the Fortress of Luxembourg, which
were often referred to as the
'Gibraltar of the North'. Most of the
structure was demolished by 1883.
Popular Food:
Judd mat Gaardebounen is a
popular food in Luxembourg. it is
made of cured or smoked pork collar
and broad beans in a creamy sauce.

Luxembourg is the only Grand
Duchy in the world. After the defeat of Napoleon
of France in 1815, the Congress of Vienna made
Luxembourg into a Grand Duchy - a territory ruled
by a grand duke or duchess. The present Grand
Duke is Crown Prince Henri who assumed
the throne in October 2000.

Quetschentaart
is a speciality
in Luxembourg.
It is an open
fruit tart
usually made
with plums.
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Malta

When did Malta join the European
Union?
Malta joined on the 1st of May 2004,
along with Cyprus, Czechia, Estonia,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
Slovakia and Slovenia.

Population: 516,100 – the smallest
population in the EU.
Currency: Malta began using the
Euro in 2008.
National Day: Independence Day,
called 'Jum 1-Indipendenza' in Maltese,
on the 24th of September, marks the
day when Malta gained independence
from the United Kingdom in 1964.
Language: Maltese and English
Malta and Ireland are the only EU
member states with English as an
official language.
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National Flag:
The flag of Malta has two
colours, white and
red. An image of the
George Cross, which
was awarded to Malta
by George VI in 1942,
is in the top left corner.

Geography:
Malta is an archipelago, meaning
it's made up of several islands and
is located in the Mediterranean Sea
to the south of Italy. The three
largest islands are Malta, Gozo and
Comino.
o
Comin

Gozo
Malta

Malta is the smallest EU Member
State, with an area of just 316
kilometres squared, meaning it
could fit into Louth, Ireland’s
smallest county, nearly three
times. Ireland is about 222
times bigger than Malta.

Malta

This is how you say Malta
in their native language.

Capital City: Valletta
As the capital city of Malta, Valletta
has a lot of history despite being no
more than one square kilometre in
size.
Valletta is described by UNESCO as
one of the most concentrated
historical areas in the world. The
cities famous attractions include St
John’s Co-Cathedral, the National
Museum of Archaeology, the
historic Manoel Theatre and the
Grand Harbour, which has been
central to Maltese history for
centuries.
Traditional Dress:
The most well-known traditional
dress is the Għonella or Faldetta, a
headdress with a shawl built in
made from cotton or silk and
usually black in colour. In the 16th
century, għonella worn in bright
colours was a symbol of wealth.
Traditional Dance: Il-Maltija

Fun Fact:

Three times more
tourists visit Malta each
year than the number of
people living on Malta.

Valletta
Famous Landmark:
The city is a UNESCO World Heritage
Site in itself because of its rich and
interesting past and many historical
buildings in it, from the Roman and
Byzantine empires, its long military
and maritime history, to the Knights
of St John.
Famous Musicians:
Composers: Francesco Azopardi,
Nicolò Isouard, Charles Camilleri.
Famous Artist:
Painter: Giuseppe Calì
Traditional Musical Instrument:
It-tanbur / it-tamburlin
(tambourine)
Popular Food:
Stuffat tal-fenek is a slow-cooked
meal made of rabbit that is soaked in
wine the night before, with
vegetables added to it. The stew is
popular in Malta, with many families
having their own variation of it.

Netherlands

When did the Netherlands join the
European Union?
The Netherlands was a founding
member of what would become the
European Union, in 1958, along with
Belgium, France, Germany, Italy and
Luxembourg.
Population: 17,475,415 - the 7th largest
population in the EU.
Currency: The Netherlands began
using the Euro in 2002.
National Day: Koningsdag (King's Day)
on the 27th of April celebrates the
monarch of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands. The tradition began in
1890 and the date moved depending on
the birthday of the king or queen. In
2014, it was set to the 27th of April.
Language: Dutch
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Capital City: Amsterdam
Amsterdam is often referred to as the
'Venice of the North' because of it's
many canals and waterways.
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Geography:
The Netherlands is a small country
between Belgium and Germany.
The North Sea, to the north and
west, continually crashes into the
country. Almost half of the
Netherlands lies below sea level,
so the Dutch have built many
canals, dams, dikes and pumping
stations to keep the sea and rivers
back. More than 2,400km of dikes
protect the low, flat land. Without
these, 65% of the country would be
flooded daily. Ireland is about 1.7
times bigger than the Netherlands.
National Flag:
The national flag of the Kingdom
of the Netherlands was
first used in
the late 1500s.
The colours
are based on
the coat of
arms of Prince William of
Orange, who was a leading figure
in the Netherland’s fight for
independence from Spain.

Nederland

This is how you say the
Netherlands in Dutch.

Traditional Dance: Draairogel
Traditional Dress:
The most famous Dutch traditional
item is wooden clogs, known as
klompen. Women traditionally
wore ankle-length dresses with
long sleeves, aprons and a small
fitted cloth hat. Men wore long
sleeved button up shirts; loose,
pleated front pants; neck scarfs and
hats. Costumes vary by colour and
pattern across the 12 provinces of
the Netherlands.
Famous Musicians:
Composer: Jan Pieterszoon
Sweelinck.
DJs: Tiësto and Martin Garrix.
Violinist: André Rieu.
Famous Artists:
Painters: Rembrandt, Johannes
Vermeer, Vincent Van Gogh, Piet
Mondrian, Jan Steen, Frans Hals.

Rijksmuseum
Famous Landmark:
The Rijksmuseum, the national
museum of the Netherlands, holds
some 800 years of Dutch history
and Dutch masterpieces. The
museum’s total collection amounts
to about a million objects and holds
8,000 objects in the museum.
Popular Food:
Stamppot (or hutspot) is a hearty
dish made of mashed potato,
vegetables and smoked sausages,
such as Dutch Rookworst, Spanish
Chorizo or Polish Kielbasa. There
are different versions of this dish
depending on whether kale,
sauerkraut or endives are used.

Fun Fact:
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Dutch celebrations are known
for Oranjegekte or ‘Orange
Madness’ because everyone
dresses in orange - the colour
of the Dutch Royal family.
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Poland

When did Poland join the European
Union?
Poland joined on the 1st of May 2004,
along with Cyprus, Czechia, Estonia,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta,
Slovakia and Slovenia.
Population: 37,840,001- 5th largest
population.
Currency: Poland uses the Polish złoty.
National Day: Constitution Day,
known as 'Swieto Trzeciego Maja' in
Polish, is celebrated on the 3rd of May
and marks when Poland’s first
constitution was declared in 1791.
Language: Polish
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Geography:
Poland is in Central Europe and
borders the Baltic Sea. The
country borders seven countries:
Germany, Czechia, Slovakia,
Ukraine, Belarus, Lithuania and
Russia. Their longest border is
shared with Czechia. Most of
Poland's countryside is flat, but in
the South, there are high
mountains called the Tatras. It has
the last primaeval forest in Europe
that once sprawled across the
continent thousands of years ago,
the Białowieża Primeval Forest.
Ireland is about 4.5 times smaller
than Poland.

National Flag:
Used since 1980,
Capital City: Warsaw
the Polish flag has
Warsaw is the largest city in Poland.
two colours: white,
About 85% of the city was damaged
during World War II, but its rebuilding which stands for
hope and peace and
was so successful that the historic
red, which stands
centre of Warsaw is now a UNESCO
for the struggle for
World Heritage Site. Varso Place in
Warsaw is the tallest building in the EU. freedom.

Polska

This is how you say Poland
in their native language.

Traditional Dance:
Krakowiak, Kujawiak, Mazurek,
Oberek, and Polonaise.
Traditional Dress:
Polish traditional outfits have a lot
of typically Slavic features. For
women, they include embroidery,
colourful ribbons andwreaths
made from flowers.
For men, hats are
decorated with
feathers and
they wear
traditional
Slavic leather
footwear and
wide leather belts.
Famous Musicians:
Composers: Fryderyk Franciszek
Chopin, Stanisław Moniuszko,
Władysław Szpilman
Famous Artists:
Painters: Tamara Łempicka,
Zdzisław Beksiński, Jan Alojzy
Matejko.
Filmmaker: Paweł Pawlikowski.
Famous Musical Instrument:
Ligawka (long wooden, horn).
the Hurdy-Gurdy (string
instrument) and the suka
(similar to a violin).

Palace of Culture
and Science
Famous Landmark:
With a total height of 237m, the
Palace of Culture and Science was
the tallest building in Poland until
the Varso building was completed
in 2022. Opened in 1955, the
skyscraper holds cinemas, theatres,
libraries, sports clubs, university
faculties and the authorities of the
Polish Academy of Sciences.
Popular Food:
Bigos stew can be made
with any kind of meat,
from pork to rabbit or
venison, but should always
have spicy Polish sausage.

Fun Fact:

Europe’s heaviest animals live in
Poland. The endangered European
bison, or the wisent, is the
heaviest land animal in
Europe, weighing on average over
600kg. They can be found in
the Białowieża Primeval Forest.
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Portugal

When did Portugal join the European
Union?
Portugal joined on the 1st of January
1986, along with Spain.
Population: 10,298,252 – the 12th
largest population in EU.
Currency: Portugal began using the
Euro in 2002.
National Day: Portugal Day, on the 10th
of June, is officially known as Dia de
Camões, de Portugal e das
Comunidades Portuguesas ('Day of
Camões, Portugal, and the Portuguese
Communities'). It marks the death of
Luís de Camões in 1580, who is
considered the Portuguese language’s
greatest poet.
Language: Portuguese
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Capital City: Lisbon
Lisbon has been the capital of Portugal
since 1255. Most of the city was
destroyed by an earthquake in 1755,
that caused a tsunami and later a fire.
The city was rebuilt and now features
many impressive castles, churches
and famous red-tilled roofs and
narrow streets.

Geography:
Portugal lies on the Iberian
Peninsula. The country borders the
Atlantic Ocean in the West and
South. It shares its northern and
eastern borders with Spain. The
northern parts of Portugal are
mountainous, whereas the
landscape in southern Portugal is
mainly rolling hills. The mild
Mediterranean climate offers ideal
conditions for farming. Ireland is
about 1.3 times smaller than
Portugal.
National Flag:
The golden circle
on Portugal's flag is
called an armillary
sphere. It was a tool that
Portuguese sailors used
during the Age of Exploration
to know their location while at
sea. The five castles on the crest
represent Portugal’s victories
under Afonse III in the 1200s. The
colour green is for hope and red
for bravery.

Portuguesa

This is how you say Portugal
in their native language.

Traditional Dance: The vira.
Traditional Dress:
Traditional Portuguese
dress for women can be
a bouffant skirt made
from saia, which is
chequered or striped
fabrics, and calsas, short
leggings, sombreros and
waistcoats for men.
Women sometimes
wear a kerchief, but this
varies a lot depending
the region.
Famous Musicians:
Composers: Carlos Seixas, Marcos
Portugal, Luís de Freitas Branco,
Alfredo Keil.
Famous Artists:
Painters: Paula Rego, Amadeo de
Souza Cardoso, José Vital Branco
Malhoa, Henrique Pousão,
Columbank Bordalo
Pinheiro.

Fun Fact:
Portugal has had the same
defined borders since 1139,
making it the oldest nationstate in Europe.

Belém Tower
Famous Landmark:
Belém Tower, known as Torre de
Belém in Portuguses, was built in
the early 1500s and became a
UNESCO World Heritage site in
1983. The tower is on the northern
banks of the Tagus River in Lisbon
and was designed to defend Lisbon
from attack. In later years, the tower
became a lighthouse and a customs
building.
Popular Food:
Bacalhau is a dried and salted
codfish, which is usually soaked in
milk or water before cooking. There
are many ways to cook this dish. It
can be grilled, baked or fried.
Portugal is famous
for its custard tarts
called Pastéis de
nata.
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Romania

When did Romania join the European
Union?
Romania joined on the 1st of January
2007, along with Bulgaria.
Population: 19,201,662 – 6th largest
population in the EU.
Currency: Romania uses the
Romanian leu.
National Day: Great Union Day ('Ziua
Marii Uniri' in Romanian), on the 1st of
December, marks the union of
Transylvania with Romania in 1918.
Language: Romanian
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Capital City: Bucharest
Redevelopments in the 1980s
destroyed much of Bucharest's old
historic city centre, creating a chaotic
jumble of concrete apartment blocks,
but there are some amazing remaining
architecture, green parks and
museums.

Geography:
Romania is a country in south east
Europe that borders the Black Sea
and five countries: Ukraine,
Moldova, Bulgaria, Serbia and
Hungary. The land in Romania is
equally divided among
mountainous, hilly and lowland
areas. The Carpathian Mountains
make up a big part of the centre of
Romania. Ireland is about 3.4 times
smaller than Romania.
National Flag:
The national flag of Romania has
three colours; blue is for liberty,
yellow is for justice and the red is
for the unity of the nation.
It was first used
in 1821 and was
officially
adopted in
1989 after
Romania
gained
independence
from Russia.

România

This is how you say Romania
in their native language.

Traditional Dance: Horă
Traditional Musical Instruments:
Violin, kontra, double
bass and cimbalom
Traditional Dress:
The Palace of the
Ie
Women often
Parliament
wear a Ie (a type
of shirt), a fotă (an
ornamented
Famous Landmark:
wrap-around
Romania’s most famous building is
skirt made from a
the Palace of the Parliament, also
rectangular piece
known as the Place of the People. It
of woollen fabric)
was order to be built by Romanian
and Maramă (a
dictator Nicolae Ceaușescu. With
tă
head covering).
o
F
1,100 rooms across over 12 floors and
Men wear
eight underground levels, it's the
cioareci (woolen
largest administrative building in the
trousers), opinci
world.
(leather shoes
Famous Artists:
with laces for the
Painters: Nicolae Grigorescu, Dechko
ankles) a pieptar
i
Uzunov, Ștefan Luchian, Lili Pancu.
inc
p
(vest) and a coat
O
Famous Musicians:
called a suman.
Composer: George Enescu
Musician: Gheorghe Zamfir

Fun Fact:
Similar to the Rose of Tralee, the
town of Kazanlak holds a Rose
Festival each June that began in 1903.
A woman is crowned 'Rose Queen',
with the festivities including street
processions, folklore concerts
and art shows.

Popular Food:
Sarmale is
ground pork
and rice,
wrapped and
cooked in
cabbage leaves.
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Slovakia

When did Slovakia join the European
Union?
Slovakia joined on the 1st of May 2004,
along with Cyprus, Czechia, Estonia,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta,
Poland, and Slovenia.

Population: 5,459,781 – 10th smallest
population in the EU. Slovakia has a
similar population to Ireland.
Currency: Slovakia began using the
Euro in 2009.
National Day: Constitution Day, on the
1st of September, marks when the
Slovakian constitution was adopted in
1992.
Language: Slovak
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Capital City: Bratislava
The city of Bratislava is on
the Slovakian border with
Austria and Hungary, making
it the only capital city in the
world that borders two other
countries. The city is known
for its historic castles and
churches.

Geography:
Slovakia shares borders with
Czechia, Poland, Ukraine, Hungary
and Austria. There are many
mountains in Slovakia. The most
significant ones are the
Carpathians, which are divided
into two ranges. The High Tatras
run along the northern border
with Poland and contain the
highest peaks in Slovakia. Ireland
is about 1.4 times bigger than
Slovakia.
National Flag:
The flag of Slovakia has been
used since 1992. The flag, which
similar to flags of other Slavic
nations, uses PanSlavic colours of red,
white and blue.
The Slovakian
coat of arms also
features on the flag.

Slovensko

This is how you say Slovakia
in their native language.

Traditional Dance: Odzemok
Traditional Dress:
Slovakian traditional dress is
similar to that of Czechia. It is very
bright and varies across regions.
Generally, women’s traditional
clothing consisted of two aprons,
tied in the front and back, and a
white blouse. For men, it typically
included long breeches and a loose
jacket. It can consist of shawls,
headscarves, bell-shaped skirts,
and large puff sleeves with Slavic
embroidery.
Traditional Musical Instruments:
The accordion, the cimbalom (large
string instrument), the fujara and
koncovka (types of flutes) and the
ninera (the Slovak version of the
hurdy-gurdy).
Famous Artists:
Painters: Albín Brunovský, Sarah
Avni and Tibor Spitz.

Fun Fact:

One of the most important
people in the development of
mobile communications that
would lead to the creation of
the telephone was a Slovak
priest called Jozef Murgaš.

Bratislava Castle
Famous Landmark:
Bratislava Castle was destroyed by
Napoleonic forces and remodelled
several times over the centuries,
most recently during Slovakia's
period under Communism rule.
Having been carefully
reconstructed, it is now one of the
most famous landmarks in Slovakia,
sitting on a hill at the heart of the old
centre of Bratislava.
Popular Food:
Bryndzové halušky are
potato dumplings, similar
to Italian gnocchi, with
sheep’s cheese on top and
pieces of smoked bacon
and sausage sprinkled on top.
Potica (pronounced po-teet-sah),
is a Slovenian nut roll that
is traditionally made for
Easter and Christmas.
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Slovenia

When did Slovenia join the European
Union?
Slovenia joined on the 1st of May 2004,
along with Cyprus, Czechia, Estonia,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta,
Poland, and Slovakia.
Population: 2,108,977 – 6th smallest
population in the EU.
Currency: Slovenia began using the
Euro in 2007.
National Day: Statehood Day on the
25th of June marks Slovenia's
declaration of independence from
Yugoslavia in 1991.
Language: Slovenian
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Capital City: Ljubljana
Ljubljana is known as one of the EU's
greenest cities. It was the European
Commission's Green Capital of Europe
in 2016. Car traffic is restricted in the
city centre, leaving the banks of the
Ljubljanica River free for pedestrians
and cyclists.

Geography:
Despite sitting on the Adriatic Sea,
Slovania has a coastline of just 50
kilometres. It borders Austria,
Croatia, Hungary and Italy.
Ireland is about 3.5 times bigger
than Slovenia.
National Flag:
The coat of arms,
in the upper left
corner of the flag, is
a shield with the
image of Mount
Triglav, Slovenia's
highest peak, beneath
it are two wavy blue
lines representing the
Adriatic Sea and the
country's rivers. The three
six-pointed golden stars are
taken from the coat of arms of
the Counts of Celje, the great
Slovenian dynastic house of the
late 14th and early 15th centuries.

Slovenija

This is how you say Slovenia
in their native language.

Traditional Dance:
Kolo, the Slovenian polka and waltz.
Traditional Dress:
Women wear two or three skirts,
underskirts, pants, red cotton socks,
leather shoes or boots, and white
linen shirts embellished with
ornamental ribbons.The bodice is
made of coloured fabric (wool or
patterned linen) and the upper part
is decorated with velvet, gold or
silver ribbons.
Men wear boots, blue socks, wool
or leather leggings, and a linen shirt
with ornamental ribbons. Vests
differ in tailoring and buttons and
are made from patterns of velvet,
red wool or decorative goods. Hats
are in many shapes and colours
with a large edge.
Traditional Musical Instruments:
Styrian harmonica (the oldest type
of accordion), fiddle, clarinet,
zithers, flute, and by brass bands of
alpine type, known as velike
goslarije in eastern Slovenia.

Fun Fact:

The Solkan bridge is the world’s
longest stone-arch bridge
railway. It was built between
1900 and 1906 and features
4,533 stone blocks that
stretch 220 meters.

Lake Bled
Famous Landmark:
Lake Bled is one of the most visited
attractions in Slovenia.. The best
way to reach the island is taking
pletna, a traditional gondola. Once
on the island, visitors must walk up
ninety-nine steps to the lake to
reach the island’s church. It is
considered good
luck to ring the
church’s bell
when visiting
the island.
Popular Food:
Veal and buckwheat dumplings are
traditionally served with meat,
stews, sauerkraut or sausages.
Buckwheat is one of the main crops
grown in Slovenia and is a staple
ingredient in porridge, breads and
stews throughout the country.
Famous Artists:
Ivana Kobilca, Ivan Grohar, Rihard
Jakopič.
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Spain

When did Spain join the European
Union?
Spain joined on the 1st of January 1986,
along with Portugal
Population: 47,398,695 – 4th largest
population in the EU.
Currency: Spain began using the
Euro in 2002.
National Day: Hispanic Day, also
known as Fiesta Nacional de España or
Día de la Hispanidad, is on the 12th of
October. It marks when Christopher
Columbus, who was Italian, reaching
the Americas in 1492, while trying to
find a western route to India for the
Spanish.
Language: Spanish

Yes / No
Hello
Thank you
Goodbye

Sí / No
Hola
Gracias
Adiós

Geography:
Spain takes up most of the Iberian
Peninsula that it shares with
Portugal. It stretches from the
Pyrenees Mountains in the north
to the Straits of Gibraltar in the
south. The Mediterranean Sea is
to the east, the Atlantic Sea to the
west and to the north, the Bay of
Biscay. Spain also includes the
Balearic Islands, the Canary
Islands, and two cities in
Northern Africa - Ceuta and
Melilla.

National Flag:
This flag has been used since 1978 after Spain
became a democratic country. The coat of arms on
the flag represents the six kingdoms of Spain.
Kingdom of Castile: the red castle; the kingdom of
Leon: the red lion; the kingdom of Aragon: the red
and yellow stripes; the kingdom of Navarre: the
golden chain; the kingdom of Granada: the
pomegranate flower. The lily flower is for the House
of Bourbon, which formed Spain’s royal family for
centuries. The two pillars represent the Straits of
Gibraltar that are topped with, an imperial and royal
crown.

España
This is how you say Spain
in their native language.

Capital City: Madrid
Madrid is a city of world-class art
museums like the Museo Reina Sofía
and beautiful parks like El Retiro
Park.
Traditional Dance:
Flamenco dance (baile).
Traditional Dress:
Spanish women wear a
Mantilla, a long lace or silk
veil, over their heads and
shoulders. A peineta, a
tortoise-shell comb,
holds the mantilla.
Men wear a traje
corto, a short jacket
with high waistbands and
sombrero de alanche, a widebrimmed hat.
Famous Musicians:
Composers: Isaac Albeniz,
Manuel de Falla, Joaquin
Rodrigo, Francisco Tarrega,
Francisco Guerrero.
Singer: Enrique Iglesias.
Famous Artists:
Painters: Pablo Picasso, Salvador
Dalí, Francisco Goya, Diego
Velázquez.
Sculptor: Cristina Iglesias.

La Sagrada Família,
Barcelona
Famous Landmark:
The Temple Expiatori de la Sagrada
Família (Expiatory Temple of the
Holy Family) is a big church in
Barcelona, and is an example of
Modernism architecture, by
architect Antoni Gaudí. Despite
building starting on 19 March 1882, it
is still not finished 140 years later. It is
one of the most visited monuments
in Spain, with about 4.5 million
people visiting it every year.
Popular Food:
Paella is a dish of saffron
-flavoured rice cooked
with meats, seafood and
vegetables. Originating from
the rice-growing regions, the dish is
especially associated with Valencia.

Fun Fact:

In 1605, Spanish man, Miguel
de Cervantes, wrote Don
Quixote, which is considered
the first modern novel.
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Sweden

When did Sweden join the European
Union?
Sweden joined on the 1st of January
1995, along with Austria and Finland.
Population: 10,379,295 – 11th largest
population in the EU.
Currency: Sweden uses the Swedish
krona.
National Day: Svenska Flaggans Day
(Swedish Flag Day) on the 6th of June
marks two important historical
anniversaries in Sweden. It marks the
coronation of King Gustav Vasa in
1523, which is seen as the foundation
of modern Sweden and it marks
when the Instrument of Government
was adopted in 1809, which formed
an important part of Sweden’s
constitution.
Language: Swedish
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National Flag:
Like many of its
Scandinavian
neighbours, the Swedish
flag featured the Nordic
cross. The flag was first
used in 1906.

Geography:
Sweden is in the geographical
region of Scandinavia, in northern
Europe. it has over 100,000 lakes,
over 24,000 islands and forests
that cover half of the country.
Sweden's Arctic north has been
called the 'land of the midnight
sun', because the sun never sets
during the summer months. Even
in the capital of Stockholm in the
south, the summer nights last only
four hours. However, winter
nights are long and the days are
short.
There are spectacular light shows
in northern Sweden known as the
'Aurora Borealis' or 'Northern
Lights'. The dazzling green or red
lights, which fill the night sky, are
caused by collisions of tiny
particles high in the Earth's
atmosphere.

Sverige

This is how you say Sweden
in their native language.

Capital City: Stockholm.
Stockholm is made up of fourteen
islands, with more than fifty bridges
connecting them. The city is know
for its harbour front and historic
medieval town.
Traditional Dance: Polskafe
Traditional Dress:
Traditional dress varies across
Sweden, but there are similar
themes.The colours of the Swedish
flag are usually worn. Outfits tend to
consist of long skirts, blouses and
aprons for women, and trousers,
long socks and coats for men.
Famous Musicians:
Modern musicians: ABBA, Zara
Larsson, Robyn, Avicii, The
Cardigans and Ace Of Base.
Composers: Johan Helmich
Roman, Wilhelm Stenhammar,
Lars-Erik Larsson.
Famous Artists:
Painters: Carl Larsson, Hilma af
Klint, John Bauer, Alexander Roslin.

Fun Fact:

Sweden is one of the world's
largest music exporters. From
artists such as ABBA and Avicii, to
songwriters who have written
for Britney Spears, Lady Gaga
and Taylor Swift.

Öresund Bridge
Famous Landmark:
Opened in 2000, the Öresund
Bridge is a railway and motorway
bridge across the Øresund strait
between Denmark and Sweden. It
is the longest combined road and
rail bridge in Europe.
The bridge runs nearly 8 kilometres
from the south of Sweden to a small
man-made island called Peberholm
(Pepper Island) in the middle of the
strait. At this island, the bridge turns
into the Drogden Tunnel and
vehicles and trains travel in this
underwater tunnel for the rest of
the distance to Denmark.
Popular Food:
Sweden doesn’t have an official
national dish, but meatballs and
lingonberries are popular foods.
A traditional Swedish cake
is the jordgubbstårta,
meaning strawberry
cake.

